**CUBA**

**Global Citizenship**

CIT 420 (1 credit)

Steven Byrd, Ph.D. | sbyrd@une.edu

Tentative Travel Dates: Jan 3-11, 2020 | Estimated Travel Fee $3,800

---

**Sample Itinerary**

**DAY 1 | Fly to Havana, Cuba**
Fly from Boston to Havana, visit Plaza de la Revolución and University of Havana, lunch, settle into hotel, dinner, stroll through Old Havana, overnight at hotel

**DAY 2 | Tour Old Havana and Organic Farm**
Breakfast at hotel, tour Old Havana, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, founded in 16th century by Spaniards, lunch, visit to organic farm for discussion with farmers about their lifestyle, sustainable practices and economic development, dinner, overnight at hotel

**DAY 3 | Havana**
Breakfast at hotel, enlightening discussion on U.S./Cuban relations with Havana residents who will give the “Cuban perspective,” experience daily life as Habaneros, riding local transportation known as bici-taxis, meet vendors in local market, shop, lunch on your own, visit a daycare facility and interact with children, dinner, overnight at hotel

**DAY 4 | Havana and Dominoes**
Breakfast at hotel, meet members of a local dominoes league. Cuba’s national game has its own set of rules, played enthusiastically in private and public. Learn the Cuban rules, then enjoy games with league members, lunch, social activity with local school children or in local hospital, dinner, overnight at hotel

**DAY 5 | Matanzas to Varadero**
Breakfast at hotel, depart Havana for Varadero stopping enroute in Matanzas to meet with a dance company that preserves Afro-Cuban culture and the traditions of Santeria, lunch, activity with local school, continue to Varadero for dinner and overnight at hotel

**DAY 6 | Varadero**
Breakfast at hotel in the beautiful beach resort town of Varadero on the Hicacos Peninsula, famous for its 20-mile stretch of white sand beaches, after breakfast drive back to Matanzas to enjoy a performance of the Youth Chorus of Matanzas at the Casa de Cultura, meet students after the performance, share box lunches and enjoy social activities with the youngest choral members. Return to Varadero for a relaxed evening on the beach, dinner, overnight at hotel

**DAY 7 | Fly to Boston**
Breakfast at hotel, depart for Havana, fly to Boston

*Alternate itinerary*
This itinerary may be changed to include more time in other parts of Cuba rather than spending the final two nights in the resort area of Varadero. Itinerary will be finalized closer to program departure.
DAY 1 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 2 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 3 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 4 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 5 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 6 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 7 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 8 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 9 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 10 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 11 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon

DAY 12 | Title
Fly from Boston to Shannon
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